
Revising Paper 2 Question 1

Step 1: Know what is expected of you in this question.

This question is worth four marks and should take you no longer than five minutes to answer. You

need to read the correct source and focus on the correct lines from that source. You then need to

SHADE IN THE CIRCLES for the correct statements.

Step 2: Practice!

Below are extracts from non-fiction texts, similar to those you will get in your examination (but

shorter). Have a go at the true or false statements below each text. You can use the self-check

section to check your answers after each one.

If your answers are incorrect, ask yourself:

What is different about my answer?

Why did I get it wrong?

What do I need to do differently next time?

Practice A Source

Famous for being the ‘Lady with the Lamp’ who organised the nursing of sick and wounded soldiers

during the Crimean War, Florence Nightingale’s far-sighted ideas and reforms have influenced the

very nature of modern healthcare.

Her greatest achievement was to transform nursing into a respectable profession for women and in

1860, she established the first professional training school for nurses, the Nightingale Training School

at St Thomas’ Hospital.

She campaigned tirelessly to improve health standards, publishing over 200 books, reports and

pamphlets on hospital planning and organisation which are still widely read and respected today,

including her most famous work Notes on Nursing: What It Is and What It Is Not.



Practice A Question

Choose four statements below which are true:

Shade the circles of the ones you think are true.

Choose a maximum of four statements.

If you make an error, cross out the whole box.

If you change your mind. Draw a circle around the whole box.

A: Florence Nightingale is famous for working with children

B: Florence Nightingale was an influential figure in healthcare

C: Florence Nightingale worked alone

D: Florence Nightingale transformed how people viewed the nursing profession

E: Florence Nightingale established the first training centre for nurses

F: Florence Nightingale established the first training centre for doctors

G: Florence Nightingale campaigned for healthy lifestyles to save hospital beds

H: Florence Nightingale campaigned for change

Practice B Source

An Extract from American Notes by Charles Dickens

A description of his trip on a train from Boston to Lowell in the USA: A great many newspapers are

pulled out, and a few of them are read. Everybody talks to you, or to anybody else who hits his fancy.

If you are an Englishman, he expects that that railroad is pretty much like an English railroad. If you

say ‘No,’ he says ‘Yes?’ (interrogatively), and asks in what respect they differ.

You enumerate the heads of difference, one by one, and he says ‘Yes?’ (still interrogatively) to each.

Then he guesses you don’t travel faster in England; and on your replying that you do, says ‘Yes?’

again (still interrogatively), and, it is quite evident, doesn’t believe it.

After a long pause he remarks, partly to you and partly to his stick, that ‘Yankees are reckoned to be

considerable go-ahead people too,’ upon which you say ‘Yes,’ and then he says ‘Yes’ again

(affirmatively this time); and upon your looking out of the window, tells you that behind that hill, and

some three miles from the next station, there is a clever town in a smart location, where he expects

you have concluded to stop.



Practice B Question

Choose four statements below which are true:

Shade the circles of the ones you think are true.

Choose a maximum of four statements.

If you make an error, cross out the whole box.

If you change your mind. Draw a circle around the whole box.

A: The narrator thinks trains in England are the same as the USA

B: The people on the train are talkative

C: The narrator thinks that trains in England are different to trains in the USA

D: The narrator is travelling in America

E: The person on the train is inquisitive

F: The narrator is getting off the train in three miles

G: The narrator is running away from something

H: The narrator does not enjoy train travel

Practice C Source

I Fell Through Artic Ice by Gary Rolfe

I have travelled 11,000 Arctic miles with dogs, summer and winter. They’ve been my life. There are

fewer than 300 purebred Canadian Eskimo dogs left in the world and I had 15 of them. I sank all my

love and money into those dogs, proud to keep the breed’s working talents alive. I learnt from the

best, guys who in the 1980s had crossed Antarctica and made it to the North Pole with dogs,

perfectionists who knew all there was to know. I watched, listened, kept my mouth shut, and one day

decided to go it alone. It felt a natural progression.

Alone, it’s always dangerous. Something was bound to go wrong one day, and on Sunday March 5

last year it did. Moving over Amundsen Gulf in the Northwest Passage, sea ice gave way. Everything

was sinking: my dogs, my sled and me. We kicked for our lives. Powerful Arctic Ocean currents

dragged vast sheets of sea ice.



Practice C Question

Choose four statements below which are true:

Shade the circles of the ones you think are true.

Choose a maximum of four statements.

If you make an error, cross out the whole box.

If you change your mind. Draw a circle around the whole box.

A: The narrator had travelled a great distance with his dogs

B: The narrator travelled 11,000 miles across America

C: The narrator is very proud of his work with dogs

D: The narrator was trained by experts

E: The narrator enjoyed living with Eskimos

F: The narrator was too nervous to travel alone

G: The narrator felt that he was ready to travel alone

H: The narrator did not like being told what to do



Remember to question your incorrect answers.

Why did you get it wrong? What do you need to do differently next time?

Practice A Self – Check B, D, E, H

Practice B Self – Check B, C, D, E

Practice C Self- Check A, C, D, G

Step 3: Create a portfolio of sources and practice!

This paper asks you to read and interpret non fiction sources. The more you read, the more prepared

you will be to read any source that is presented to you.

● Begin to gather a portfolio of non-fiction sources. You could look out for newspaper articles,

famous speeches past and present, travel writing, biographies, autobiographies or essays on

art or culture.

● Use your sources to create true or false questions of your own. You will know the answers to

these questions but it is worthwhile looking through the examiner’s eyes to see how these

questions may be made.

● Collaborate with a friend and practice answering each other’s true or false questions.


